Magic Island (1929) , in which the zombie is described as a corpse that turns over in its grave after a voodoo ceremony (Kee 2011) . Zombies are also portrayed as unconscious slaves in early movies such as White Zombie (1932) . In this movie, zombies appear as undead workers on sugar cane plantations controlled by a voodoo sorcerer; however, they have no volition or instinct to eat fresh meat (Dendle 2007) .
This early slave concept of the zombie being controlled by a zombie sorcerer could represent the fear that another being might gain control of the human race (Dendle 2001).
After transforming from dead to undead, zombies acquired the image of dangerous creatures that attack humans. This concept of a ghoulish zombie took shape in George Romero's zombie film trilogy: Night of the Living Dead (1968) , Dawn of the Dead (1978) , and Day of the Dead (1985) . This predator concept increased the tension and suspense of the films (Newbury 2012). Moving beyond the slave concept, Romero's zombie can be categorized as the modern zombie or a second-generation zombie. Through the media, this ghoul zombie has been described as a dangerous Unlike their earlier counterparts, the zombies in this film are fast, outrunning and hunting humans as a group. The zombies are also depicted as stronger and smarter than previous renditions. The zombies in 28 Days Later do not rise from graves; they are essentially sick humans, transformed after being infected by a virus that is leaked (Shim 2004). Han is also defined as ' a sense of unresolved resentment against injustices suffered, a sense of helplessness because of the overwhelming odds against, a feeling of total abandonees, a feeling of acute pain of sorrow in one's guts and bowels making the whole body writhe and wriggle, and an obstinate urge to take "revenge" and to right the wrong-all these combined' (Hyun 1985: 7) . This concept of han can be found in Korean ghost folktales. Those who have been victimized and murdered leave behind a spirit that might be a ghost with han rather than one that peacefully moves on to heaven. In Korean ghost stories, han is not a grudge against an assailant but a feeling of self-pity (Kim 1999).
Interpreting the Zombie as Human through Han-Every Moment of Your Life
Western zombie images are popular in Korea; however, the concept of han has created an alternative image for Korean audiences. This image is clearly seen in the Internet comics known as webtoons, which can be viewed using digital media technology The average page view for each episode of Every Moment of Your Life was 2,000,000, while cumulative page views numbered over 100,000,000 (Kim 2011). The webtoon was eventually printed as a series of books, and the content was later prepared for a film.
At the beginning of the story, many citizens have gathered to celebrate New Year's Day in downtown Seoul, the capital of South Korea. Just after midnight, for an unknown reason, the people become zombies, and the zombification spreads throughout the city. The main character, Jung-Wook, who lives with his older brother in a shabby apartment complex, waits for his brother, who works as a night-shift street cleaner, to come home, but his brother never arrives. Jung-Wook then prepares to live by himself in his apartment, using relief supplies sent by the military. While waiting for his brother, Jung-Wook observes the behaviour of zombies through his apartment window and develops feelings for Ju-Sun, a female survivor who is living in the next apartment complex. Jung-Wook recognizes that the zombies wandering around the apartment were once his neighbours.
Jung-Wook's older brother has become a zombie, and when he arrives at home, Jung-Wook takes him into his room. According to traditional Western zombie rules, a zombie should attack a human, even a family member, without hesitation, but Jung-Wook's brother does not attack him. When the zombified brother recognizes that he has come back home and is with his still-human brother, he sheds tears and dies permanently. This pattern is typical for Korean ghosts; when they resolve a grudge, they die properly. After his zombie brother dies, Jung-Wook understands why so many zombies are roaming the town, knocking on apartment doors.
In Episode #15, Jung-Wook says, 'Everything stopped at the last memory, and the last memory became every single moment. My brother's every moment was me.'
In Episode #19, once Jung-Wook recognizes that zombies live with only their last memory, he refers to them as "human." In line with this epiphany, the zombie as Jung-Wook meets a little girl zombie who is always raising her hand. The girl zombie is guided by her mother's last words to hold her hand high during the evacuation. Jung-Wook lets the girl zombie stay with Ju-Sun without fear that the zombie will attack her. Indeed, when Ju-Sun sings the girl zombie a lullaby one night, the same lullaby that her mother sang to her, the girl zombie dies peacefully because her last memory was a happy moment with her mother. For this scene, the author depicts Ju-Sun and the girl zombie as Ju-Sun's mother and the young Ju-Sun, respectively. This transformation underscores that as Ju-Sun helps the girl zombie, Ju-Sun also consoles herself (see Figure 1) .
When Ju-Sun is attacked by a zombie, her mother sucks Ju-Sun's affected area using her mouth, as if to withdraw a poison. Although her instinctive love and sacrifice delays Ju-Sun's zombification, the mother herself becomes a zombie after trying to save Ju-Sun. And while Ju-Sun also feels the onset of her zombification, she hides her infection from Jung-Wook because she worries that he might dislike her. To save Ju-Sun, her father, who has also been infected, takes his zombie wife in a wheelchair and walks toward the sea while Ju-Sun is sleeping. He worries that he and his wife will come back to Ju-Sun as zombies after losing their consciousness as humans.
When they reach the seashore, zombified Ju-Sun's father wades into the deep water with his zombie wife to die (see Figure 2) . These examples show that zombies in Every Moment of Your Life are not only capable of humanity but also feel the deepest human emotions, as demonstrated by their personal sacrifices to protect the ones they love.
In Episode #22, Jung-Wook notices that the zombies hanging around the town are obeying their homing instincts, much like spirits in limbo: 'Perhaps my brother could not die before reaching home. Other zombies might be the same . . . they might knock on the door wanting to come home. Everybody wants to go home. What they do, where they belong, in the last memory, they want to go home . . . the destination is home . . . they are humans, too . . . they are humans who are coming back home.' Jung-Wook helps the zombies find their homes after checking them against photographs on display in various dwellings. But when Jung-Wook takes the zombies to their homes and they try to leave, he realizes the emotional connection that the zombies are seeking. They want to be with their loved ones, not alone in their empty homes that only remind them of what they have lost.
These zombie behaviours suggest human attachment and human thought. As Jung-Wook observes, 'Zombies want to come back to their family. They remember Jung-Wook expects that Ju-Sun's last memory will be her attachment to him, but showing the death of Jung-Wook, a butterfly hovers over his dead body (see Figure 3) .
Thus, readers can assume that Jung-Wook's soul is going to heaven, dispelling his han. In the following scene, the yellow butterfly is shown flying up to Ju-Sun's yellow shirt, which is hanging on a clothesline outside the apartment complex. This 
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